PDK Pelletizers - More Than Just Knives, We Are A Solutions Provider

What makes PDK pelletizer rotors and knives perform beyond expectations? Start with the best grades of application-specific carbide, stellite and ceramic available. Cut the blank shape. Choose the correct knife design. Grind all rotor parts to exacting tolerances. Then guarantee performance. Every PDK rotor and knife is manufactured with these values.

For just about any new polymer processing - strand or under water - PDK has you covered. Send us your pelletizer rotor/knife requirements or, if you like, we can help you design your own specific solution. With well over a century of machine knife experience, PDK can assist you in reaching your desired results. Most quote requests are answered in 48 hours or less.

We stock precision carbide knives for most pelletizers to ensure we have the solution to meet your specific need in an expedient manner. We’ll quickly turn your pelletizing challenge into a PDK solution!

Inventoried Material Types Include:
- Carbide
- Stellite
- Ceramic
- CPM10V
- D2
- M2
- Stainless Steel
and others

Hyde Industrial Blade Solutions — Solutions You Can Count On™

HYDE™ PDK Design & Grinding, 54 Eastford Rd., Southbridge, MA 01550 ● www.ds-pdk.com
Ph: 800-872-4933 or 508-764-4344 ● Fax: 508-764-8172 ● info@hydeblades.com

Made in USA
Pelletizer Rotors & Knives made by PDK provide longer run-time than you’ll get with the competition, which means less downtime and higher productivity!

From Automatik to Reduction Engineering, and all the OEM’s in between, pelletizer manufacturers know that good rotors and knives are at the heart of the process. And when it comes to quality rotors, PDK is the OEM’s OEM!

At PDK we use only premium grades of carbide, stellite and ceramic for superior overall performance. Our products are precision-made and will stand up under your toughest conditions. And we back this all up with ISO 9001 certification - our promise of quality and trouble-free performance!

Key features and benefits of PDK rotors and knives include:

- All our rotors and knives are manufactured to meet or exceed OEM specifications.
- Our sales engineers are available to help analyze your operation, offering recommendations on how to get the most out of your granulator knives.
- And all the basics you’ve come to expect from the best - guaranteed quality, unquestioned reliability, longer knife life, outstanding service and rapid turnaround.

We manufacture all types of rotors used for pelletizing. Types of rotors we make include:

- Solid Helical - D2
- Solid Helical - CPM10V
- Solid Helical - Stellite
- Wedgelock - Carbide
- Wedgelock - Stellite
- Bolt-On - D2
- Bolt-On - Carbide
- Bolt-On - Stellite
- Other types as needed

And don’t forget PDK for related products such as replacement knives, feed rolls, doctor blades, etc.

Custom made products available upon request—send us your drawing or print and let us quote your requirements. Remember, for all types of polymer processing, PDK products help you cut it!

Hyde Tools, Inc. is ISO9001 Registered

"We’re always pushing to get more from our rotors and knives. The team at PDK has really helped us push the envelope."

Polymer Plant Foreman